ixxxvti!	INTRODUCTION
and with the epithet Qil'a, ' fort \ as the title of a mint not yet read,, As a Mughal mint, Shergarh occurs on an early rupee of Akbar in the Lueknow Museum, and from it I have identified the specimen in this Collection—Coin No. 354 d. The mint-name is in the reverse top margin, and, the dates of the two known specimens are 964 and 966. The Shergarh of Akbar's coins' was probably in Bengal.
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The coins of Zafarabad have been fully discussed by Dr9 G. P. Taylor in N. S. XII, § 75. Three places have been put forward as the location of this mint-town, a Zafarabad close to Jaunpur, Atak on the Indus, and Bidar in the Daklian, The weight of evidence is in favour of the third place, called Zafarabad by Prince Aurangzeb after its capture by the Mughal forces in a. h. 1067.
The earliest known coins of Zafarabad are two rupees of Shah Jahan's last year, one in the Lucknow Museum, and one here. The silver coins of Aurangzeb commence with the i Muhlu-d-dm' type, the mint-name being at the top of the coin. This is succeeded by rupees bearing first the gold couplet, and subsequently the ordinary silver couplet. Since Dr. Taylor wrote his paper, mohars of Aurangzeb of the normal type have been discovered.
The only other known coins of Zafarabad mint are one or two rupees of 'Alamgir II. A mohar of Shah 'Alam II, dated a, il 1184, is recorded as having been in the Da Cuiiha Collection.
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The mint of Zazarpur is only found on a few rupees, and one mohar, that in this Collection^ of Aurangzeb. The coins are normal in type* The mint-town has not yet been identified.

